LOWER LIMIT REQUEST

1. Contractor’s License ID# 000

2. Contractor’s License Name:

3. I agree to lower the contractor’s license monetary limit to $___________

I understand that by agreeing to lower the monetary limit of the contractor’s license, in order to obtain a future increase, this licensed entity must complete the license revision increase request, which requires a “Reviewed” or “Audited” financial statement prepared by an actively licensed CPA/PA. A revision request must be reviewed by the Board at their regularly scheduled meetings before the limit may be increased.

Name:_________________________________ (Print name of authorized owner/officer) ____________ (Title)

*Signature:________________________________________但 但但 (Date)

*Must be signed by an Owner, Officer or other individual fully authorized to bind and obligate the entity to the terms of this document.

Note: Contractor’s not currently performing work may place the license in retirement (inactive status) in lieu of completing the renewal process. See website for retirement application and instructions.